COMPARISON FREE ENERGY BINDING SITES NEURAMINIDASE IN DIFFERENT DIELECTRICS & TEMPERATURES, USING MOLECULAR DYNAMIC AND MONTE CARLO FOR NANO DRUG DESIGN
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ABSTRACT:

Neuraminidase (NA) is the essential surface glycoprotein of the influenza virus. High-affinity neuraminidase inhibitors have been designed that interact only with the conserved active site and binding site residues. The neuraminidase (NA) of influenza virus is the target of anti-flu drug for treatment of this disease a thorough knowledge of neuraminidase protein is essential in order to produce potent drugs to suppress this enzyme. Drug design is by QSAR and docking methods, so we need a complete knowledge of receptor ligand, target site and binding site. This paper, using bioinformatics, Molecular Dynamics, Monte carlo and studied binding site NA enzyme in 310K temperature and different dielectrics (1, 78.39 and 32.63) for the best drug designing. We measured the potential energy of amino acids binding to the drug.

Molecular Mechanics, Molecular Dynamic and Nanobiological have done a great assistance in drug designing.
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INTRODUCTION

There have been worldwide Influenza in history of medication; the first epidemic one occurred in 1918 in Spain that about 50-100 million people died [1], the reason for this illness was H1N1. The second epidemic one accrued in 1957 in Asia that about 4 million people died, the reason for this illness was H2N2. The third epidemic one occurred in 1968 in Hong Kong and about 1 million people died and reason for that illness was H3N3. The importance of this illness is being epidemic and pandemic [2,3]. In Iran Aban 1388, about 2662 cases with RT-PCR proved[4]. Nowadays this illness is transmitted human by human and it can transfer very quickly by sneeze, cough and the secretion of nose and mouth, touching respiratory droplets [5]. This virus can be alive for 2 to 8 hours, so it can transfer by object, doors and public devices. The danger of transferring in the
first four days is a fact [6]. we can recognize this illness by use of Nasofarnex and cell culture and also that Rt- PCR. that should interpret result in a good way[4].special patients and groups (high risk) such as : adults, younger children, pregnant women, diabetics. Influenza A virus belongs to the Orthomyxoviridae family and is classified as three types A, B and C; the type A is clinically very important. The host range Influenza A is human, swine, hen, horses and birds[7,8,9]. The form of swine Influenza mostly spherical or ovoid and sometime as long spaghetti- like ,they are composed of lipid membrane, glycoprotein molecules HA and NA ,and small amounts of the trans-membrane protein M2 [7,9]. The genome of influenza A viruses is eight segment of single – strand RNA of negative polarity, that code about 11-12 protein[7,8].

Neuraminidase inhibitor

Zanamivir (Releza) and Oseltamivir (Tamiflu) are sensitive of Neuraminidase enzyme [10,11,12]. Amantadin and Rimantadin are resisting and target protein M2, consume of that forbidden by CDC[4,13]

EXPERIMENTAL

In this study, data related to classification of Neuraminidase (EC3.2.1.18), the weight of subtype 200KD [14,15], and succession of amino acid in alpha and beta chain are gained in Protein Data Bank (2010) and NCBI site Then simulated the whole structure of enzyme by using of Argus Lab 4.0 software.

Since this protein is in PDB sites with inhibitor (Relenza=ZMR), simulated in link of active site that hosts cell hold in this site when there is not inhibitor Sialic acid, on the other hand is inhibitor binding site [16]. (Sialic acid active site = Inhibitor site)

There are 4 amino acid involved with altering or drug that include: Asp151,Glu276,Arg152 and Arg371[9,14]. That introduced as binding site. This amino acid by hold of their situation stimulate with drug (ZMR). The phantom that gained of NA protein, proved that for amino acid have most interaction with drug in an active site. This amino acid has important role in drug design that is our studies in this search on binding site [17]. The structure data is related to Neuraminidase enzyme aspect of succession and quantity of amino acid provided quantity of water molecular for us. In structure of protein in Ca active site with drug by Argus Lab software, there are 7009 atoms in this protein, and our study is on 4 amino acid. in this study binding site behavior our and active site and enzyme was observed in aspect of potential energy level in different amino acid with drug studied in different solution such as Methanol, Water, Gas environmental like gas. Transferring of active enzyme to different parts aspect of dielectric constants is done by HyperChem 6.0 software. Then design of organic environmental is done by Chem3D software and considered fittest box aspect of X, Y, Z. The temperature is 310 K (37°C, body temperature), that studied the sites of involved enzyme with drug.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

After Molecular Mechanic studies and gain potential energy by Monte Carlo method and studies of involved amino acid with drug in different dielectric constant, display as follow:
a) Binding site behavior in gas:

A counting Molecular Mechanic of involved amino acid with drug in gas display like this, in primary stage step size 0 ps account in highest level(90kcal/mol), that decrease of level energy(51kcal/mol), by spending time , that in 10 ps range ,the range of decreasing energy was observed clearly .The lowest level of energy is observed in 71-80pSec (Fig.1.a).
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(b) Binding site behavior in water box:

Accounting of Molecular Mechanic, involved amino acids with drug in water situation display the involved. Amino acids with drug enter to water part. The level of potential energy reached from 980Kcal/mol to 833Kcal/mol that is the figure of this accounts appear like this (Fig.1.b).

![Graph](image2.png)
c) Binding site behavior in Methanol box:

Accounts of potential energy of amino acid studied in Methanol part displayed that the level of energy during step size 0-100 ps decreased from 11034 Kcal/mol to 1310 kcal/mol. The figure of Monte Carlo confirms that passing time the level of energy has been decreased (Fig.1.c).

It shows that some drug synthesis in organic environment is expected some of this material enters to body with drugs. So one of the reasons that organic environment is biologic situation of body that protein's structure. Has hard and strong in this situation and is the best biological solution for correct synthesized and folding. (Tab1)

![Graph showing potential energy binding site NA in different environments](image)

**Fig.1.** (a) potential of energy binding site NA in gas. (b) potential of energy binding site NA in Water box. (c) Potential of energy binding site NA in Methanol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (pSec)</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Methanol</th>
<th>Gas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>980.1198</td>
<td>11035.04</td>
<td>90.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>941.8292</td>
<td>3058.884</td>
<td>53.85016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>908.946</td>
<td>1938.632</td>
<td>58.25608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>874.9766</td>
<td>1521.245</td>
<td>56.43553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>858.2182</td>
<td>1379.762</td>
<td>55.73374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>833.1655</td>
<td>1310.315</td>
<td>51.2155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table.1.** comparison Potential energy (Kcal/mol) at 310 K in different dielectric

On the other hand most of drugs don't have any effect in water environment and the last one is that gas environment is base and important for druggist, infect all there studied by then dielectric constant are one of the most effective factors in determining molecular structure and biological function. Besides statistic studies like Quantum Mechanic and Molecular Mechanic help to develop in drug design, but for good understanding of drug design we should have full and complete data about receptor, target site and also binding site[18].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

The study of binding site in gas shows that the system has the most and highest level of energy and lowest stability but by spending time the level of stability increase and the level of energy decrease, that is in put system that amino acid and aspect of them change by conformation, so have the highest stability, and in this condition binding site are in best condition, and gas part has negative effective on stability of binding site in Neuraminidase. Then in drug design has not effective[19]. Accounting of Molecular Mechanic (Monte Carlo) and comparing of amino acid stability is the main goal in designing drug and should this 4 amino acid has the first frame that require high stability or lowest level of energy .so this accounting proves this approach that water environment is very good for Neuraminidase in compare to organic and gas environment and in biological stability water part is good and fit for dielectric constants. Comparing of energy level in natural temperature and fever temperature. displays that when we face with Influenza enzyme it has significant change aspect of EPOT or Potential Energy and almost we can predict that stability or changes of enzyme behavior depends on dielectric constant not charge of temperature.Dielectric constant is one of most effective factors in determining molecular structure and biological function[20]. Besides statistic studies like Quantum Mechanic and Molecular Mechanic help to develop in drug design, but for good understanding of drug design we should have full and complete data about receptor, target site and also binding site. Their stability in temperatures 310K has three solutions, water, and methanol and gas different dielectrics. Comparison of potential energy level binding site NA in Water part & gas (Fig.2).
Fig. (2).a. Comparison of potential energy level binding site NA in Water part & gas, b. Comparison of potential energy level binding site NA in methanol part & gas, c. Comparison of potential energy level binding site NA in water part & methanol part.
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